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A sentence about Economy 4.0 and/or the conference: 
 
Economy 4.0 is currently taking stage at a fast pace, powered by craetive entrepreneurial endeavors and next-
generation digital technologies. Its key drivers, represented by the rise of Data Economy and the all-pervasive 
digital transformation, call for an out-of-the-box managerial thinking, rooted in a systemic mindset that enables 
doing new things in new ways in business and society at large. Technopreneurship is boldly gaining momentum, 
while organizations’ reaching digital maturity is a major stake in both technological and business terms, not only 
in high-tech industries, but in digital ecosysstems at large. Between the poles of techological euphoria and 
techno-fobia there is a middle gound on which the human ingeniosity benefits from artificial intelligence and the 
Internet of things while steering their uses wisely and rsponsibly, with a view to capitalising on their strengths, 
while keeping them under control and maintaing a robust awareness of their contingenttly inherent side effects. 
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